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New Laws Reflect
Lessons Learned

Fighting
persists
over FBI
probe
SUPREME COURT » Are
Kavanaugh accusers,
witnesses being left out?
By MIKE DEBONIS
AND JOSH DAWSEY
WASHINGTON POST

WASHINGTON — The FBI investigation meant to defuse the
explosive conflict over Supreme
Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh sparked a new round of
partisan combat Sunday as the
White House appeared to retain
sharp limits on the probe even
as President Donald Trump and
Republican officials publicly
suggested otherwise.
Two Trump administration
officials said Sunday that White
House had not placed any limits on the FBI investigation into
claims of sexual assault leveled
TURN TO FBI » PAGE A6
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POWER STRUGGLE: PG&E hooks up electricity to Dan Bradford’s Coffey Park house in Santa Rosa on May 16. One of the most bitter legislative battles this
year involved how much liability the utility, investors and customers should bear for wildfires caused by PG&E equipment.

Disaster focuses Sacramento’s attention on mitigating future losses
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By GUY KOVNER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

ildfires raged
throughout California once again
this year as state
lawmakers worked to address
the searing issues of California’s new No. 1 problem: How
to cope with infernos killing
scores of people and costing
billions of dollars in damage.
Devastating fires are “the
new normal,” Gov. Jerry
Brown warned this summer. Temperatures continue to rise, and the mix of
drought-stricken, fuel-laden
forests and nearby homes for
millions of Californians is
proving ever more combustible and deadly.
Over the past two years, firestorms
have claimed the lives of 57 people
in California, destroyed more than
9,000 homes and scorched more than
4,000 square miles from San Diego to

NAFTA
salvaged,
renamed
By ALAN RAPPEPORT
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — The United States and Canada reached
a last-minute deal to salvage
the North American Free Trade
Agreement on Sunday, overcoming deep divisions to keep
the 25-year-old trilateral pact
intact.
The deal came after a weekend of frantic talks to try and
preserve a trade agreement
that has stitched together the
economies of Mexico, Canada
and the United States but that
was on the verge of collapsing.
After more than a year of tense
talks and strained relations between President Donald Trump
TURN TO NAFTA » PAGE A6
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LAST-DITCH DEFENSE: Chris Neace puts water on a fire to try to keep it from spreading to another
home in the Fountaingrove area of Santa Rosa on Oct. 9, 2017, the day after the firestorms began.
the Oregon border. A state firefighter
called the situation a “perfect storm,”
and a Santa Rosa Christian pastor said
it reminded him of the “end times”
prophesied in the Bible.
The catastrophes triggered a search
for solutions within firefighting agencies, power companies, the insurance
industry and the halls of local and state
government.

COMING TUESDAY Struggling families leave county
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It culminated on Sept. 21, when
Brown signed 29 measures into law
addressing a host of issues from forest
management, mutual aid and emergency alerts to price gouging on rental
homes and safety mandates for new
electric garage doors.
“There were really things that
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